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ABSTRACT

1

Ideally, a variability model is a correct and complete representation
of product line features and constraints among them. Together with
a mapping between features and code, this ensures that only valid
products can be conigured and derived. However, in practice the
modeled constraints might be neither complete nor correct, which
causes problems in the coniguration and product derivation phases.
This paper presents an approach to reverse engineer variability constraints from the implementation, and thus improve the correctness
and completeness of variability models.
We extended the concept of feature efect analysis [22] to extract variability constraints from code artifacts of the Bosch PS-EC
large-scale product line. We present an industrial application of
the approach and discuss its required modiications to handle nonBoolean variability and heterogeneous artifact types.

In software product line engineering, the accurate deinition of
constraints among elements of the variability model is not trivial to
get right, but fundamental to deining the valid conigurations. The
constraints originate from domain knowledge, but may also relect
dependencies in the implementation, e.g., which implementation
components may work together. Consistent modeling of constraints
requires much efort. However, this is hard to achieve or may be
not a high priority. As a consequence, the variability model may
deteriorate and require a correction at a later time. In this paper,
we present observations and lessons learned while applying an
automated approach to reverse engineer variability constraints from
implementation artifacts of a successful and long-lasting industrial
product line of the Robert Bosch GmbH.
The business unit Powertrain Solutions - Electronic Controls (PSEC) of Robert Bosch GmbH1 is a well-known Hall of Fame member
with extensive experience in product line engineering. The development of an architecture with about 300 independently managed
subsystems is one of the success factors of this product line and
facilitates the delivery of about 2000 new product variants per year.
The coniguration process of this huge product line, while partially
automated, involves the participation of functional subsystem experts providing their domain knowledge. As part of an ongoing
improvement of the development process, Bosch PS-EC aims to
reduce the efort of coniguring new product variants. To support
that goal, reverse engineering should be applied to gather as much
as possible of the implicit domain knowledge from implementation
artifacts.
In the reverse engineering activity, Bosch PS-EC pursues three
objectives:
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INTRODUCTION

O1 In the future, the reverse engineered constraints should be incorporated into a variability model to guide the users while
coniguring new product variants. Based on a partial coniguration, an automated coniguration tool should hide features
whose selection has become irrelevant. Thus, compliance with
the reverse engineered constraints should not avoid any supported code coniguration, i.e., the identiied constraints should
be a lower bound of the actual coniguration space.
O2 The reverse engineered constraints should be as concise as
possible. This is demanded as the constraints should provide
1 http://splc.net/hall-of-fame/bosch/
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to the developers a better understanding of the implemented
dependencies and shall form the basis for the development of
a new variability model.
O3 The results of the reverse engineering approach should be
integrated with information received from other analyses to
improve the quality and usefulness of the result. For example,
Bosch PS-EC keeps track of legacy variability - features not
used for coniguration anymore, but kept to support legacy
projects delivered in the past. This knowledge should be used
to generate a variability model free of any legacy features.
As part of the ITEA3-project REVaMP22 , we conducted a feature
efect analysis [22] to reverse engineer variability dependencies.
This approach was evaluated on publicly available product lines
like the Linux kernel. However, the development of the Bosch PSEC product line difers fundamentally from the implementation
of the studied open source systems, which requires extensions of
the originally published feature efect analysis approach. These
necessary modiications are presented in this paper.
Overall, we make the following contributions:
• Experiences from industry regarding the reverse engineering of
product line variability.
• Extension of the feature efect approach from [22] to handle
non-Boolean variability and heterogeneous artifact types.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section describes the context of the presented study. Section 3 presents
our approach of reverse engineering variability dependencies of
the Bosch PS-EC product line and points out important aspects,
which need to be considered during the analysis. In Section 4 we
present the results of our analysis, before we discuss the usefulness
for Bosch in Section 5. Section 6 reviews threats to validity and
Section 7 presents related work. Finally, we conclude and outline
future work in Section 8.

2

CONTEXT

The business unit Powertrain Solutions - Electronic Controls (PSEC) of Robert Bosch GmbH develops embedded electronic control
units (ECU) for diesel, gasoline, hybrid, and electric engines. The
application areas for the engines are diverse: from two-wheelers
(scooters, motorbikes), through passenger cars, delivery vehicles
and trucks, up to of-road applications such as construction machinery and stationary industrial engines. This involves supporting
a huge variety of product functionalities and an even bigger number
of system and software variants to meet all the customer needs. The
PS-EC engine control software is developed as a software product
line, and was introduced in more detail by Tischer et al. in [31].
Variability drivers. The variability of engine control software
is driven by factors such as market-speciic legislation, engine hardware variability, and divergent powertrain solutions (like hybrid
vehicles, range extender concepts, electrically driven vehicles). Furthermore, customer-speciic requirements concerning drivability,
fuel economy, communication with other controllers in the vehicle and with the test equipment in the service center contribute

2 https://www.revamp2-project.eu/

to the variability. Variability also results from non-functional requirements: for example, diferent business models regarding organizational responsibility split are supported. These models range
from Bosch acting as full service provider for the vehicle manufacturers, delivering the complete software and hardware, through
various "Software Sharing" models involving a mixture of Bosch
and customer software components, up to the delivery of only the
ECU hardware with device drivers. On average, 2000 new product
variants are built and delivered to the customers every year.
Variability of the EC software. The physical system controlled
by the engine control software is very complex, with multiple sensors, control algorithms and actuators working together to create
the most eicient chemical reaction in a real-time environment.
Due to its size and complexity, the overall system is decomposed
into numerous subsystems, each of which is deined and maintained
by a team of experts on the particular technical domain. Hence, the
subsystem coniguration know-how is in general present as the
domain knowledge of the function team. The product line consists
of about 300 subsystems, from which about 100 subsystems are
included in a typical product variant. The subsystem selection is
diferent for each product variant: to conigure the entire project,
one must select the correct subsystem components and then conigure the code level variations for each of them to get the proper
software for the target hardware system. Hence, the function experts are closely linked to the process of deining, maintaining, and
coniguring variants for a particular project.
Current concepts for managing variability. The initial implementation concept of the product line was to have a single,
all inclusive functional implementation of every subsystem. The
variations were implemented within the code blocks guarded by
preprocessor statements and were resolved during the preprocessing phase of the software build process. Unfortunately, this resulted
in a signiicant complexity of the solution, causing a high efort
for feature introduction, maintenance, and coniguration. It also
caused problems in parallel functionality development as diferent
teams needed to work on the same code iles.
This resulted in the diversiication of the centralized product
line strategy. The concept of maintaining code level variations using preprocessor statements is still retained. However, the single
generic implementation is now split into several broad categories
such as Platform, Customer Platform and Customer Projects where
functionalities are developed in parallel and maintained in separate
iles. Hence, the mutually related features of a subsystem are still
developed in the same code iles, but the complexity of that implementation is much lower because the other, not related features
were moved to an alternative code module of the same subsystem.
Consequently, the coniguration of a subsystem now involves the
selection of the suitable platform alternative, followed by setting the
subset of preprocessor constants relevant for that alternative. Thus,
the current approach treads the middle path between the variability
mechanisms of ile selection and conditional compilation.
Currently, the variability of EC software is well-managed based
on the software architecture. The system decomposition is relected
in the variability space, as each feature and each preprocessor constant are clearly owned by a single subsystem or subsystem alternative. Additionally, each preprocessor constant, its dependencies, and
possible values are documented, and changes to them are reviewed.
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Figure 1: Bosch-speciic instantiation of the KernelHaven architecture for reverse engineering variability dependencies.
To support correct coniguration, further tool and process-based
variation handling techniques were introduced. For example, the
coniguration management system is aware of preprocessor constants and uses their values in the component and branch selection.
In the end, product variation can be maintained and conigured
with reasonable efort. However, managing variability still depends
on the domain knowledge of the function experts.
Re-introduction of variability modeling. The main aim of
the reverse engineering activity described in this paper is to support
the creation of formal variability models. Global feature models
existed in the product line in the past. However, the internationally distributed development of hundreds of components, existing
in many production-relevant variants and versions and supporting hundreds of parallel project deliveries, made it impractical to
maintain central variability models. In consequence, the global
models became outdated and fell out of use. Presently a decentralized modeling strategy is introduced, with subsystem-level feature
models maintained and versioned locally with the components, and
assembled together for a product-level coniguration.
At irst, the subsystem variability models should be illed with
reverse-engineered constraints. Afterwards, the constraints would
be manually reviewed by the experts and further constraints, resulting from domain knowledge, would be added. The completed
variability models could then be used for product coniguration.
Once the models are productive, it is expected that the dependency
on function experts is signiicantly reduced, and a project coniguration of identical quality can be achieved with lower efort.

3

CONSTRAINTS IDENTIFICATION

The feature efect analysis was developed to reverse engineer variability models based on code artifacts and build scripts and was
validated on publicly available product lines like Linux [22]. However, the authors limit their approach to study Boolean features
only, which is suicient for analysis of the studied systems, but
difers fundamentally from the implementation of the PS-EC product line, which makes it necessary to adapt the approach to the
needs of the particular product line. This section presents the extended approach to reverse engineer variability dependencies from
the PS-EC product line, which is designed to resolve variability at

development time (e.g., via preprocessor statements and module replacements). Below, we use the terms feature to denote conigurable
elements of the problem space and variable as their counter-part in
the solution space, i.e., use in variation points of implementation
artifacts. Further, we present the main diferences as observations
throughout this section.
First, we present the tool-chain, which we use to extract variability dependencies at Bosch PS-EC. The tool-chain is realized
with KernelHaven [11], which is also implemented as a product
line in order to be customizable to conduct diferent analyses on
product lines. Section 3.2 presents a prior analysis to ilter legacy
variability in order to avoid dependency information of legacy features in the reverse engineered variability models. In Section 3.3,
we explain the basic idea of feature efect analysis [22], which we
used in this study. Afterwards, we show further extensions which
are necessary for the given context. These are the translation of
numerical expressions to propositional logic (cf. Section 3.4), the
simpliication of the resulting formulas (cf. Section 3.5), and the
analysis of heterogeneous artifact types (cf. Section 3.6).

3.1

Tool for Reverse Engineering of Variability

We use KernelHaven [11, 15, 16] for the extraction of variability
dependencies from implementation artifacts. Also KernelHaven is
realized as a product line, which can be conigured to run various
analyses on product lines. Figure 1 presents the instantiation of
KernelHaven for reverse engineering the variability of the Bosch
PS-EC product line.
KernelHaven provides three pipelines for the extraction of variability information from diferent variability spaces. Each of these
extraction pipelines allows the lexible exchange of required extractor plug-ins to adapt KernelHaven to the needs of the analyzed
product line. These extraction pipelines are:
The Build Pipeline is responsible for the extraction of conditional inclusion information of code iles during the build process.
This conditional inclusion may be realized via make-scripts or, in
case of the Bosch PS-EC product line, through a coniguration management system providing the selection of alternative implementations of the same subsystem. This variability realization technique
is sometimes also named as łmodule replacementž [8].
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The Code Pipeline is responsible for the extraction of inegrained variability information within code artifacts, e.g., preprocessor statements. We realized 4 diferent extractors for the extraction of preprocessor-based variability [13]. Each of these extractors
can be lexibly interchanged and brings their own advantages and
disadvantages. For the extraction of preprocessor variability in this
case study, we use a block-based code extractor [12], which runs
very fast and provides good results without a complex coniguration. Further, we use an additional extractor to extract variability
from MSR iles, which are used for the generation of conditional
interfaces. This is described in more detail in Section 3.6.
The Model Pipeline is intended to extract information from a
variability model. For the analysis of Linux, this pipeline is used
to convert the complex variability model into CNF representation.
The purpose of this study is to reverse engineer dependency information from the implementation artifacts, for which no modeled
constraints are available. However, we use this pipeline to extract
feature deinitions and their ranges from the coniguration system
using a custom extractor.
KernelHaven allows the optional execution of preparators before the extraction phase, if required. These preparators are intended to normalize analyzed artifacts in order to facilitate reuse
of extractors even if the analyzed artifacts are in an unexpected
format. In case of the Bosch PS-EC product line, one preparator is
used to transform numerical expressions into propositional logic.
This is explained in more detail in Section 3.4.
KernelHaven allows the lexible deinition of an analysis pipeline
based on the extracted data (cf. right part of Figure 1). The analysis
pipeline is composed of analysis components, which may consume
data from extractors or from other analysis components. This concept allows reusing existing analysis components rather easily. For
reverse engineering the variability of the Bosch PS-EC product
line, we decided to reuse components for the detection of presence
conditions and for the computation of feature efects as described in
Section 3.3. The third analysis component is than used to compute
variability model constraints based on the previous feature efect
analysis component. This component produces the desired results.
The architecture of KernelHaven allows the reuse of the produced results also in further analysis. In the presented study, the
output of the feature efect analysis can be used as input to validate
the results based on past conigurations (not shown in the igure).

3.2

Inluence of Legacy Variability

Bosch PS-EC tracks legacy features which are no longer used for
new product conigurations. Despite not being used, these features
still need to be kept in speciic versions of the development artifacts
to support legacy projects delivered in the past. For example, there
might be a need to apply a diferent feature coniguration, including
a legacy feature, to a software version developed several years
ago. Therefore, the legacy features represent valuable assets which
enable Bosch PS-EC to provide long-time product support. The
legacy features are classiied into categories such as features not
used anymore, used only with a single allowed value, used only by
a particular customer etc. The development infrastructure ensures
that the legacy features cannot be reactivated for new product
development. Newly emerging legacy features are identiied by
reverse engineering and analysis of development databases.

The newly created variability models should only include the
non-legacy features. Because of that, also the KernelHaven analysis
should account for the fact that a part of the input features might be
not relevant or only be allowed to assume a single value. Although
this situation is speciic to Bosch PS-EC, a similar requirement
might exist in other long-living industrial product lines.
In the KernelHaven input, we listed the legacy features having a
single value as constants. Consequently, in the evaluation and simpliication of feature efect formulas each legacy feature is replaced
by the respective constant. To estimate the efect of including the
legacy information, we analyzed an example product variant without and with using that information. Out of 100% features obtained
in the irst analysis, not using the legacy information, 1.6% were
treated as legacy and removed in the second analysis. Furthermore,
0.3% of the features which were dependent in the irst analysis
became independent, in addition to 67.2% of features which were
independent in both cases. Finally, for 0.7% of the original features,
the feature efect condition was simpliied due to the replacement of
legacy features by constant values. Note that the analyzed product
variant consists of generic code: while the variability mechanisms
of component and branch selection have been already applied during product checkout, the code has not been preprocessed yet. Thus,
the product code contains so-called 120% variability, as compared
to the 150% variability of the product line and 100% variability of
the completely conigured product variant.
The relative amount of legacy features increases when more
products are added to the analysis. This is because the non-legacy
features are used in many products, while the legacy features mostly
have a scope limited to a speciic customer platform or component
version. Hence, adding a new product to the analysis introduces
new unique legacy features, while the non-legacy features repeat
themselves. For the 7 products studied in Section 4, 3.6% of unique
features used in at least one product belong to the legacy group.
We conclude that it is important to consider the legacy information in the speciic case of the engine control software. Furthermore,
the measured reduction of the analysis scope indicates that although
the amount of impacted features is not high, there is some potential to remove the compilation conditions referring to the legacy
features.
OBSERVATION
Consideration of legacy variability reduces the amount of false
positives among the reported dependent features.

3.3

Feature Efect Computation

Feature efects express under which condition a variable has an
impact on product derivation. A feature efect (F E f ) for a feature f
is a combination of all presence conditions, which make use of f .
Based on [22], we use the term presence condition (PC) to refer to
a propositional expression over features that determines when a
certain code artifact is compiled. This comprises very ine-grained
#ifdef-blocks surrounding a single line in a C-ile [29], but also the
deinition of conditional compilation of complete C-iles [2, 6, 23].
For this reason, we use for the identiication of feature efects the
presence conditions from code iles as well as from the build system.
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#if ((VAR1 > CONST_ZERO)
&& (VAR2 == VAR3))
/* Code Lines */
#endif
Transformation
to SAT

3
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Result

Intermediate Code

11

#if ((defined(VAR1_eq_1) || defined(VAR1_eq_2))
&& ((defined(VAR2_eq_0) && defined(VAR3_eq_0))
|| (defined(VAR2_eq_1) && defined(VAR3_eq_1)))
/* Code Lines */
#endif

Figure 2: Transformation of numerical expressions into
propositional logic.
In the case of the Bosch PS-EC product line, conditional inclusion
of code iles is not controlled by build scripts. Instead, the coniguration management system checks out alternative versions of a
subsystem based on a partial coniguration. From the perspective of
computing feature efects, there is no conceptual diference between
conditional compilation of code iles controlled via make scripts or
a coniguration management system. In both cases, the conditions
for code ile selection must be considered for the accurate computation of presence conditions of all code parts. In KernelHaven this
is supported by a specialized build extractor for the PS-EC product
line.
For a feature f and PCs f , the presence conditions it is used in,
the feature efect is deined as [22]3 :
Ü
PC[f ← True] ⊕ PC[f ← False]
(1)
F Ef ≔
PC ∈ PCs f

The feature efect analysis relies on propositional logic, which
allows the use of SAT solvers to efectively query if preconditions
of features are already violated with regard to the current coniguration. On the other hand, this approach supports only the input
of propositional formulas. This is required to be able to solve the
exclusive-or relations of Formula 1.

3.4

Mapping Numeric Expressions to SAT

The original approach of computing feature efects [22] was only
deined for propositional logic, as presented in the previous section. This approach is suicient for the analysis of the studied open
source systems, because non-Boolean variability only plays a minor
role in these systems. This does not apply for the implementation
of the Bosch PS-EC product line, which uses expressions over numerical values very often. Most of the expressions are relational
3 PC[f

← C] means replacing each occurrence of f in PC with constant C ; ⊕ denotes
the XOR-operation

# i f ( ( VAR1 > 0 ) && (VAR2 ! = 0 ) )
# i f (VAR3 ! = 1 )
/ ∗ Code L i n e s ∗ /
# endif
# else
/ ∗ Code L i n e s ∗ /
# endif

13
14

/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ t e s t used f e a t u r e s ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ /
# i f ( ( VAR1 > 0 ) && (VAR2 ! = 0 ) )
# i f n d e f VAR3
# e r r o r >>>> 'VAR3 ' undefined !
# endif
# endif

Listing 1: Preprocessor structure of Bosch PS-EC C-iles.
expressions (=, ,, >, ≥, <, ≤), but also a few algebraic expressions
are used (e.g., check if a certain bit is set or if the sum over 3 features
is greater than a constant). However, most of the used features have
a ixed range as they are handled either as Boolean variables (with
range [0, 1]), enumerations, or constants. But the implementation
contains also features representing integers and loats.
As the range of variables is typically very limited and the computations and comparisons are rather simple, we decided to transform
the numerical expressions in the conditional compilation into propositional logic. This is shown in Figure 2. Our approach allows us
to reuse existing tooling, but requires two additional information
sources for a correct translation as illustrated in the upper-right
corner of the picture.
• First, we require a list of all features and their ranges of the
Bosch PS-EC product line. This is used to transform equality
and inequality expressions into deine statements. We create for
each valid variable-value pair a new Boolean variable, which
represents the respective value assignment for the given variable. For features of type integer or loat, we do not expand the
whole possible range and translate them into a statement validating that the variable is deined at all. Hence, resulting feature
efect conditions evaluate to true, if the integer/loat is set to
an arbitrary value. As a consequence, the resulting conditions
are potentially more generalized (cf. O1 ), but are still useful to
indicate dependencies between features.
• Second, we use a list of known constants (implementation-speciic
constants like debugging/physical constants, which shall not be
part of the reverse engineered constraints) to simplify the analyzed expressions and increase the accuracy of the transformation. In the above example, CONST_ZERO is replaced by 0 and the
inequality expression can be mapped to valid values of VAR1.
This code transformation is done in a preprocessing step, before the
code iles are passed to the code extractors. The complete approach
is explained in more detail in [14].
Also, the information regarding the conditional checkout (and
compilation) of C-iles require a translation from numerical expressions into propositional logic. This information is passed via Excel
spreadsheets to KernelHaven, which required the development of a
speciic build extractor. For this reason, we decided to integrate the
translation algorithm directly into the extractor.
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OBSERVATION
Extraction of variability dependencies in the Bosch PS-EC product
line requires analysis of numerical expressions.
The code iles may also contain consistency checks to ensure
that variables are deined when used in preprocessor statements
(cf. Lines 10 ś 14 of Listing 1). These checks make use of #errorstatements nested in #ifndef-blocks to enforce the preprocessor to
abort with an error, when a required variable deinition is missing.
The #ifndef-statements change how the variable appears in the
resulting presence conditions ś instead of a numeric expression,
the variable is used in a Boolean negation (e.g., Line 3 results in
VAR1 > 0 ∧ VAR2 , 0 ∧ VAR3 , 1; Line 12 results in VAR1 > 0
∧ VAR2 , 0 ∧ !VAR3). In contrast to the study of Nadi et al. [22],
these consistency checks contain more coarse-grained variability
information than the associated code parts. Another aspect is that
these consistency checks are mostly auto generated by the development infrastructure, but may also be edited by developers and,
thus, need not be correct. For these two reasons, we decided to omit
these expressions from the analysis and remove them as part of the
aforementioned preprocessing step of KernelHaven. However, we
plan to use these expressions in a coniguration mismatch analysis
[7] to verify our results.
OBSERVATION
Extraction of variability dependencies needs to consider consistency checks (#error-directives) as the resulting presence conditions are inconsistent with presence conditions of the remainder
of the system.

3.5

Concise Formulas

A major goal was that the resulting constraints should be easy to
understand by human experts. Thus, the identiied formulas need
to be rewritten appropriately as the approach only provides rather
complex and verbose constraint formulations (cf. O2 ). In order
to achieve this goal, we combined several simpliication mechanisms. However, the use of these simpliication mechanisms makes
it harder to determine the relation to the original code dependence
structure. For this reason, we provide capabilities to disable most
of the simpliication techniques to simplify the manual veriication
of the generated results.
Simpliication of Presence Conditions. This step gathers all
expressions to include a certain code fragment into the inal product, which comprises the expansion of surrounding preprocessor
conditions. Through the expansion, the resulting formulas may
become very complex. KernelHaven supports the optional removal
of all constant (sub-) expressions from propositional formulas, e.g.,
application of idempotence or absorption rule. This is realized via
a third party library [24]. Further, we omit duplicated formulas
since they do not afect the feature efect generation. Due to the
computational complexity, we compare only whether formulas are
syntactically equal.
Simpliication of Feature Efects. This analysis computes feature efects as explained in Section 3.3, based on the previously
gathered presence conditions. This approach ofers several potentials for further simpliication mechanisms, which are supported
by KernelHaven:

(1) During the computation of the xor-literals (PC[f ← True] ⊕
PC[f ← False]), we resolve all constant expressions to keep
the outcome as concise as possible.
(2) Finally, we apply the same simpliication rules for propositional logic to the computed feature efects (disjunction over
all xor-literals) as already done for the presence conditions.
In earlier steps only the distinct literals are simpliied. This
step ensures simpliication of complex results, if the disjunction over multiple presence conditions form new potential for
simpliication.

3.6

Further Information Sources

Above, we explained how we handle code iles and build information to compute feature efects. However, the Bosch PS-EC product
line has further artifacts containing variability, which are used
for the derivation of products. Also, this information needs to be
considered in order to compute correct feature efects. For this,
we developed a new extractor to handle artifacts speciic to the
Bosch PS-EC product line. Below, we give a brief overview of the
additional information sources and how they are considered.
Interface descriptions. In addition to code iles, the Bosch
PS-EC product line provides capability to generate interfaces according to selected features. This information is stored in XML iles
following the MSR, MDX, and AUTOSAR standard formats. The information in these iles are used to activate/deactivate selected code
blocks when the respective subsystem is selected by the coniguration management system. The development infrastructure of Bosch
provides capabilities to export this information. We incorporate the
information of extracted interface variability with the variability
information from code iles (cf. code pipeline of Figure 1). When
computing presence conditions, we need to consider the conditions
of the coniguration management system about the selection of the
MSR iles as well as the contained variability information of the
MSR exported ile.
The integration of further artifact types is planned as future
work. For instance, this may include variability information of Perl
scripts, which are used to generate code artifacts. The selection of
the Perl scripts is handled in a similar way as the selection of code
iles or the interface descriptions. These scripts contain variability
information, which is resolved when generating code artifacts.
OBSERVATION
Complete extraction of variability dependencies requires adequate
interpretation of various artifact types.

4

ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT VARIANTS

In contrast to the open source product lines analyzed by Nadi et
al. [22], the code base of the Bosch PS-EC product line cannot be
analyzed in its entirety. As discussed in Section 2, the product line
uses component selection, branching, and conditional compilation
to instantiate pre-build variability. Furthermore, there exist dependencies between the diferent versions (i.e., revisions in time) of the
cooperating components, so that many active products do not use
the latest component versions. Hence, determining the component
branches and versions which should be considered as the active
code base depends on the selection of relevant product variants,
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Result

(VAR2=0 && VAR3=0) || (VAR2=1 && VAR3=1)
TRUE
(VAR2=0 || VAR2=1)

Figure 3: Final analysis result, if VAR2 and VAR3 are used in
further variation points than shown in Figure 2.
and not on the properties stored in the code and the coniguration
management system alone. For our analysis we selected 7 recent
product variant projects delivered to the key customers and using two diferent engine types (gasoline and diesel). The selection
aimed at a possibly diverse product set, including both the base
platform and the customer platforms code. As noted in Section 3.2,
the code analyzed for a speciic product contains so-called 120%
variability, as the variability mechanisms of component and branch
selection have been already applied during product checkout, while
the code has not been preprocessed yet.
The primary analysis focus was the identiication of all the features and their dependencies which are present in the product
variant projects and also to determine whether a given feature
represents a top level feature, which selection is not guarded by
a feature efect, or a dependent feature, which use is limited by a
feature efect. As discussed in the previous section, the focus is on
variation points as they represent a feature inside code iles. Based
on the evaluation of the logical expression guarding a variation
point, the underlying code block representing a particular feature
gets activated or deactivated. The nested logical expressions help to
determine the dependency of a particular feature on the availability
or unavailability of another feature. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
VAR2 is an independent feature, whose selection always afects the
code (precondition true), while VAR1 and VAR3 are dependent on
the selection of other features.
Product-level analysis results. Using KernelHaven, we ran
the analysis for 7 product variant projects. For each product, we
obtained the feature variables which were referred to in the code
as well as the respective feature efect. We categorized the feature
variables into two groups: independent ones, which had no feature
efect (and hence should be considered to be the top level of the
feature hierarchy), and the dependent ones for which a feature
efect existed. The results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 4.
Please note that for conidentiality reasons the analysis result
does not specify the absolute numbers of feature variables in each
product.70Instead, the total number of unique feature variables used
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Figure 4: Feature dependency distribution across sample
product projects.
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Figure 5: Feature dependency distribution aggregated upon
product clusters.
in any of the 7 products was set as the reference number, equal to
100% of analyzed feature variables. Hence, a given variable name
was counted once, regardless of the amount of products in which it
occurred. Subsequently, each of the other numbers (e.g., amount
of features of a given category in a given product) was divided by
the reference number, obtaining the percentage values depicted
in Figure 4. Consequently, all the size proportions of the reported
feature variable groups are kept (e.g., Product 2 uses about 8 times
as much feature variables as Product 3), but the absolute numbers
of the variables are hidden.
The relative proportion of dependent features, i.e., the number
of dependent features in a product divided by the total number
of features in that product, varies from 31.8% in Product 1 up to
64.9% in Product 6. This indicates that the code of analyzed products difers in the amount of used preprocessor expressions. We
consider these results to show a high potential to reduce the efort
of coniguring new product variants. Furthermore, the structure
of the reverse engineered constraints indicates that a graph-based
structure is more appropriate to visualize the feature dependencies
than a FODA-like tree structure.
Result aggregation across multiple products. In the next
step, we aggregated the results obtained for the individual products to derive a set of constraints valid for all analyzed products,
which could subsequently be used for variability modeling. For each
feature variable, we checked its feature efects obtained from all
the analyzed products. If the feature efect was consistent, i.e., the
feature had the same category for all products in which it occurred,
we retained the categorization of that feature. For the opposite case,
when diferent feature categories were obtained for some products,
we created a third group of mixed feature variables. Thus, a mixed
feature variable can be independent in one product and dependent
in another. We consider that the feature efects of feature variables
from the mixed group cannot be used as a basis for variability
modeling, because they are not fulilled by some of the products.
Figure 5 depicts the aggregation results across all 7 products, as
well as across the diesel group (2 products, using 37.9% of all feature
variables) and the gasoline group (5 products, using 93.5% of all feature variables). In the aggregation across all products, we observe
that 25.1% of all feature variables are classiied as mixed ś this means
that the number of feature variables with consistent feature efects
decreased rapidly with the analysis of additional products from the
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for the analysis were very diverse ś which is also exempliied by
the amount of features which were found in one product only.
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Figure 6: Feature dependency distribution aggregated upon
number of source products.
product line. We interpret this as an efect of signiicant diferences
in the code basis of the products, due to the use of component
selection variability mechanism. However, these diferences should
be lower across similar products, e.g., such using the same engine
technology. The aggregations of both diesel and gasoline products
suit this assumption, as they contain respectively 3.5% and 19.0% of
mixed feature variables. At the same time, the aggregation of the
diesel products contains a higher relative percentage of the dependent features (63.2%) than the aggregation of all 7 products (34.0%),
while for gasoline that percentage is only marginally lower (32.1%).
Hence, the results obtained for product clusters indicate a higher
potential than the results obtained for the unclustered product line.
Reliable dependencies for many products. For an increasing
number of analyzed projects, the aggregation of feature efects over
these products is likely to contain an increasing proportion of
feature variables belonging to the mixed group. This is due to the
fact that a feature efect found to be consistent in a newly analyzed
product does not change the categorization of a feature variable,
while a found inconsistency changes the categorization to the mixed
one. At the same time, feature efects of dependent variables are
more valuable if they are found in many product, and not just one.
To evaluate the efect of aggregating the analysis for many products,
and to categorize the found consistent dependencies, we grouped
all feature variables according to the number of analyzed products
where they occur.
The result of that analysis is depicted in Figure 6. 46.2% of the
analyzed feature variables are found in only one product. 20.5% of
feature variables are such which are dependent and found in exactly one product. As no contradiction can be identiied for just one
constraint, there are no mixed category features used in exactly
one product. Interestingly, all the other dependent feature variables,
found in exactly 2 up to exactly 7 products, make up only 13.6% of
all analyzed feature variables ś compared to 25.1% of all analyzed
variables which are mixed in these groups. Note that as each feature variable is categorized to exactly one group (e.g., independent
variables found in exactly 3 products), the percentages provided in
Figure 6 sum to 100%.
In the above analysis, the chance of inding a consistent dependency in two or more aggregated products is low: the group of
38.7% variables belonging to more than 1 product and having some
dependency is split between 13.6% dependent variables and 25.1%
mixed variables. We attribute it to the fact that the products selected

DISCUSSION

The approach we describe in this paper is based on the current status of the Bosch activities to extract variability information based
on existing data. The irst goal of Bosch PS-EC was to save coniguration efort by analyzing the hierarchies of variation points
within the engine control software. As irst results showed that only
a part of the hierarchy is represented in the source code, additional
variability dependencies from other sources such as coniguration
management were added as input for KernelHaven. This improved
the result, allowing us to identify the features which depend on the
coniguration of other related features. These dependent features
do not need to be conigured if the related features were deactivated
before. This activity holds signiicance as Bosch product line contains a signiicant amount of non-Boolean features ofering multiple
variations of the same feature type. The coniguration of such features requires more time than Boolean features. The identiication
of feature hierarchies would lead to a pre-selection/elimination of
the possible options ofered by these non-Boolean feature variables,
thereby reducing feature coniguration efort.
The identiied dependencies, hierarchies and afected system
constants give a valuable input for variability modeling, serving as a starting point for new variant models. A developer gets
information concerning existing dependencies within the source
code and can use this to model the dependencies between modeled
features and feature variables. The developer can also use the dependencies and hierarchies to validate existing variant models
to ensure that they it to the source code and are up-to-date. In
both cases, the inal beneit for Bosch is the time saved for setting
and reviewing of the coniguration. Further reduction potential is
expected concerning saving test efort through a better use of the
feature dependency information during test case deinition.
Bosch PS-EC has a huge number of products within its product
line. In REVaMP2, we focus on the extraction of variability models
based on product variant projects. As the variants were developed
for diferent customers, are based on diferent requirements, and are
used for diferent automotive systems (e.g., gasoline/diesel, passenger car/commercial vehicle), the resulting low similarity of products
might lead to a low amount of recoverable hierarchy information.
By grouping similar sets of products for extraction, larger product
set-speciic hierarchies can be obtained, as exempliied by the
evaluation data in the previous section.
The KernelHaven tool supports a high lexibility in extracting
variability data from diferent sources like source code and proprietary Bosch PS-EC ile formats. The tool uses several input data
iles, which we could ill by exporting the relevant data from development databases. This eliminated the need for writing database
connectors and enabled the fast creation of the irst results. This
lexibility enables KernelHaven to be applied in diferent development contexts with diferent input sources.
As a summarized result, the ability to extract variability information with KernelHaven gives Bosch PS-EC new opportunities for
saving efort and increasing quality in variant management. Further
investigations will deine what inally will be used in production.
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6

THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we discuss threats to validity regarding the reverse
engineering of variability dependencies reported above.
Internal validity. This aspect stresses to which extent the reverse engineered variability dependencies are correctly recovered
from the artifacts, and are not too restrictive (cf. O1 ).
Correctness of code preparation. In Section 3.4 we discussed the importance of preprocessing the code to handle numerical expressions
and also to remove consistency checks. The exported range speciications of the used features allow to enumerate all possible value selections and, thus, the translation into propositional logic. For some
features no exported range deinition is available. This conceptually
afects the accuracy of the presented results as we compute only constraints regarding the selection of unbounded features rather than
for individual value selections. Second, to avoid false computation
of feature efects, we remove all consistency checks from the code
iles. For this, we do not remove only auto-generated blocks at the
end of iles, but also consistency checks manually added by developers at arbitrary positions. For this we detect all preprocessor blocks
containing only #error-statements and remove the complete block.
Accuracy. The accuracy of feature efect computation is inluenced by the complete extraction of all preprocessor blocks from
code iles, but also from the correct preparation of code iles, which
was discussed above. The extraction of expressions from code iles
is currently done by a block-based code extractor [12]. This tool is
very fast and does not require a detailed coniguration, like for example TypeChef [10, 32]. However, the used extractor does not provide
a sound and complete parsing algorithm for presence conditions,
e.g., it neither expands macros, nor does it provide type-checking
capabilities. This bears the risk of missing conditions, which further
restrict the coniguration space and, thus, are important to meet O1 .
This may only happen if all instances of an incorrectly computed
presence condition are actually more complex than detected, which
can happen under rather special circumstances. One possible reason could be conditionally deined macro calls. However, we do not
know of any such case in the analysis and even if it would occur,
we would still provide a generalized model, i.e., one with fewer
constraints, but otherwise identical. For this reason, we expect that
a better parsing algorithm has only a small impact on the overall
accuracy. If this becomes an issue, it may be easily addressed as KernelHaven [11] supports the simple exchange of the used extractors.
Completeness. Section 3.6 stresses the importance to consider
all artifacts containing variability information. While we show
exemplary how to incorporate variability information from noncode artifacts based on interface descriptions, we do not provide
a complete integration of all artifact types at the moment. This is
planned as future work.
External validity. This validity type addresses the generalizability of the obtained results to other contexts.
In the presented approach, a detailed knowledge about used
variability realization techniques is required to provide a correct
analysis of variability dependencies. This comprises knowledge
of feature types, artifact types, and expressiveness of the parsed
conditions. Already within the Bosch PS-EC product line, applying
the approach to new products can be complicated. For instance,
some products are not limited to pure relational expressions, as
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their subsystems use arithmetic expressions to check if certain
bits of features are set. In general, this approach cannot be transferred to new product lines without detailed knowledge about their
variability realization techniques.
Construct validity addresses the relation between the obtained
result (the reverse engineered dependencies) and the real-world
concept it reconstructs (the coniguration domain knowledge).
The feature efect approach detects for each feature the minimal
precondition under which a value assignment impacts the product derivation. For this reason, we chose this approach to reverse
engineer variability dependencies from the implementation, while
ensuring that the outcome is no more restrictive than the implementation (cf. O1 ). While these results are suicient to ilter irrelevant
features in the coniguration process, they do not represent the
complete domain knowledge, e.g., partial conigurations may be
supported by the implementation but make no sense from a domain
perspective. Thus, we plan to augment the extraction results with
domain knowledge from the developers of the analyzed subsystems.

7

RELATED WORK

In this paper, we presented an approach to reverse engineer variability dependencies from various artifact types. This work builds
upon, but signiicantly extends prior work. Existing approaches of
extracting variability models (features and their constraints), which
are relevant to this work, can be divided into three categories according to their extraction strategy: mining of documented variability, analysis of variant instances, and variability model synthesis
from annotated code. The remainder of this section is organized
according to these three categories.
Mining of documented variability. Several studies provide
concepts to extract feature models from variability documentation
without analyzing code artifacts. Often old conigurations are analyzed for this purpose. For instance, Lopez-Herrejon et al. [18]
provide an evolutionary algorithm to compute a feature model
based on feature sets (a kind of a coniguration [1]). This approach
was tested on rather small models (up to 27 features) from S.P.L.O.T.
[20], which difer fundamentally from realistic large-scale systems
(several thousand features) [3, 26]. For the analysis of 896 conigurations with 27 features, their algorithm requires already 11 minutes
on a single core Intel Xeon E5620 VM. Czarnecki et al. [4] present an
algorithm to mine from old conigurations a “Probabilistic Feature
Model”, which contains hard and soft constraints. Also, Davril et al.
[5] use a similar approach, but they do not require a set of formal descriptions of product conigurations. Instead, they utilize informal
and potentially incomplete feature lists. While these approaches
may deliver very good results, we were concerned about the generation of too restrictive results through the detection of false positive dependencies and, thus, violating O1 . Nonetheless, mining old
conigurations provides an additional information source. For this
reason, we currently use old conigurations to verify our results.
Besides mining conigurations further variability information
sources can be used for the generation of a variability model. She
et al. [27] deine a heuristic approach to identify feature hierarchies
based on feature descriptions and propositional formulas. In later
work, She et al. [28] present an algorithm for the creation of a
feature model, encoding as much as possible dependencies in the
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tree structure rather than in textual cross-tree constraints. This approach requires only propositional formulas as input. Both papers
focus on reverse engineering of feature structures out of propositional formulas, while our work focuses on reverse engineering of
such formulas considering also numerical expressions.
Analysis of variant instances. This category addresses the
extraction of conigurable assets together with a variability model
out of various product instances. These approaches assume that the
analyzed product instances share some similar aspects, e.g., because
they are developed via clone and own practices. For instance ExtractorPL [38] and also its successor BUT4Reuse [19] identify commonalities and variabilities in product instances and transfer them
into conigurable code together with a feature model for the coniguration. This scenario difers from our scenario, as the Bosch PS-EC
product line is developed as a conigurable software product line.
Wille et al. [35] transfer concepts of reverse engineering variability of product lines to mine variability of enterprise architectures
in order to provide recommendations for the reduction of unnecessary variability [34]. This approach requires as input a structured
set of technical architecture models for the identiication of commonalities and variabilites. While the authors show that they are
able to mine eiciently variability information from up to 1,200
architecture models, this approach would not be suicient for the
extraction of variability dependencies from various artifact types.
Variability model synthesis from annotated code. The most
relevant work are techniques for reverse engineering of variability
dependencies from implementation artifacts. Zhang and Becker
[36, 37] project the structure of nested preprocessor statements
directly to a variability tree, in which they map expressions that are
syntactically identical to the same node. While they provide various
complexity measures to analyze the generated variability tree, they
do not provide methods for breaking down complex expressions to
global conditions among the variables of the system. The same expression may also be mapped to diferent elements of the variability
tree, if it occurs below diferent expressions in code artifacts.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) was originally developed to comprehend dependencies between complex preprocessed structures
[30]. Since then, this approach has been extended for the computation of feature models [25, 28]. To reduce the number of concept
latices, which is usually rather high, it is possible to consider constraints of the variability model if available or contradictory dependencies [17]. These papers focus on the synthesis of a feature model
in a FODA-like fashion [9], rather than considering non-Boolean
expressions and heterogeneous artifact types.
The feature efect approach developed by Nadi et al. [21, 22]
provides a sound approach to abstract from the nesting of predecessor blocks and compound expressions to global dependencies
between features of a variability model, even if this approach was
only used for reverse engineering Boolean dependencies. The result
are constraints among already existing features, without the need
to create a new structure with possible artiicial nodes. For this
reason, we took this approach as basis for the variability analysis
of the Bosch PS-EC product line. However, while our analysis take
heterogeneous artifact types into account, Nadi et al. use a more
accurate tooling to gather variability dependencies.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a study of reverse engineering variability dependencies in a long-lasting industrial product line of
the Robert Bosch GmbH. While the underlying concept of feature
efect analysis was already applied to publicly available case studies
[22], this could not be transferred directly to this industrial product
line due to the use of non-Boolean features and heterogeneous
artifact types. This paper presents lessons learned and observations
of reverse engineering variability in industrial context.
Section 4 presents irst results of the product-wise impact analysis of the reverse engineered variability dependencies. The relative amount of dependent features is between 31.8% and 64.9%
when analyzing each product variant in isolation. The dispersion
of constrained features is broad, but comparable to the number
of constrained features in variability models of publicly available
product lines [3]. However, this amount decreases when the results
of multiple products are combined. A preliminary cluster analysis
indicates that this efect is probably related to the combination of
products from diferent technical domains (gasoline vs. diesel) and
can be cushioned by the development of separate variability models
for these clusters. The results indicate a high potential to reduce
the efort of coniguring new product variants.
The presented approach successfully extracts variability dependencies of non-Boolean features from heterogeneous artifact types.
We plan three extensions to the presented approach:
Improved parsing of code iles. Currently, we use a blockbased code extractor [12] inspired by Undertaker [33] as a lightweight and fast parser to extract presence conditions from code
iles. The presented tool chain allows to lexibly exchange the used
parser. For the future, we plan to use TypeChef [32] to parse code
iles, which provides more accurate results through macro-aware
parsing and variability-aware type checking. However, this requires
a complex coniguration of TypeChef and drastically increases the
run-time. It remains unclear whether an appropriate coniguration
of TypeChef is possible in order to handle adequately the huge
amount of numerical expressions as used in the Bosch PS-EC product line. That is why we chose the block-based code extractor for
setting up the analysis tool-chain.
Mining old conigurations. For the Bosch PS-EC product line
many old conigurations are available. It is planned to use data
mining to extract further variability dependencies.
Conigurations mismatch analysis. The coniguration mismatch analysis aims at identifying divergences between modeled
and implemented dependencies [7]. In this context, we can use either the consistency checks of code iles (cf. Listing 1) or manually
developed feature models to verify the correctness of the reverse
engineered variability. However, since the consistency checks may
also be edited by developers it remains unclear whether an identiied mismatch points to a false positive reported constraint or
to an underspeciied consistency check. Furthermore, the feature
models specify the dependencies among features belonging to the
same subsystem. Thus, they cannot be used to verify identiied
dependencies among features from diferent subsystems.
Finally, we plan a workshop to augment the extraction results
with domain knowledge from the developers.

Reverse Engineering Variability in an Industrial Product Line
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